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Abstract
We present a general schema of easy normalization proofs for nite systems S like rst-order
arithmetic or subsystems of analysis, which have good innitary counterparts S1. We consider a
new system S+1 with essentially the same rules as S1 but dierent derivable objects: a derivation
d 2 S+1 of a sequent   contains a (nite) derivation (d) 2 S of  . Three simple conditions
on (d) including a normal form theorem for S+1 easily imply a weak normalization theorem
for S. We give three examples of application of this schema. First, we take S  PA but
restrict the attention to derivations of 01-sentences. In this case it is possible to take S
+
1 to be
essentially standard formulation of PA1. Next, we illustrate extension to subsystems of analysis
and consider the system BI1 of W. Buchholz having the strength of ID1, again for derivations
of 01-sentences. Finally, we return to the rst-order arithmetic to illustrate changes needed to
treat derivations of arbitrary formulas. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper has two goals. One is to present a general schema of easy normalizations
proofs for nite systems like rst-order arithmetic or subsystems of analysis, which have
good innitary counterparts. This is an extension of [13{15]. For applications, cf. [16].
The other goal is to promote a view of a derivation in a standard nite system with
induction as a nite encoding of some innitary derivation. Such an approach forms
a background of [14, 15]. It was rst explicitly stated and developed by Buchholz [2]
and applied in [3]. One can say that a nite proof is only a visible tip of some innite
proof. It can be compared to a peacock before it spreads its tail.
A normalization theorem for a given system S [relative to a given set of reductions
or cut-elimination steps] states that every derivation h in S can be reduced to a normal
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form by a series of reductions. For familiar logical systems normalization is equivalent
to cut-elimination where Cut is the rule:
 )C C;  )D
 )D Cut
Applications of normalization theorems use preservation of computational content of
the proofs under reductions (cf. [18, 12, 24]) and subformula property of normal deriva-
tions. Cut-elimination for rst-order logic was introduced and proved by Gentzen [6]
and a proof is easy: reduce the most complicated cuts beginnig with the uppermost
one (Turing, [5]). Proof for rst-order arithmetic is much more complicated [7, 8, 21,
23, 22] and provides the value 0 for the proof-theoretic ordinal of PA. Normaliza-
tion proofs for nite formulations of some interesting subsystems of analysis were not
known until recent time.
Normalization theorems were established for rst- and higher-order logic, rst-order
arithmetic PA, second-order arithmetic PA2 (analysis) and some other systems. Com-
plete cut elimination is impossible for nite systems with induction (PA, etc.) due to
incompleteness phenomena. Losely speaking, a proof predicate for a cut-free system
with subformula property for arithmetic would provide a truth-denition (cf. [11]).
Complete cut-elimination is achieved in innitary systems where induction is replaced
by an !-rule like
!-rule
 )A[0] : : :  )A[n] : : :
 )8xA[x]
Derivations using such rules are in general innite. Main parameters of such a deriva-
tion d are its ordinal height o(d) and cut-degree deg(d). An innitary derivation d is
normal or cutfree if deg(d)= 0.
A normalization theorem for derivations in an innitary system S1 corresponding
to a given system S states that every innitary derivation d2 S1 can be normalized
by a series of standard reductions.
For PA1 this is proved exactly as for rst-order logic. For subsystems of analysis
the denition of a good innitary counterpart will include existence of a similar easy
proof.
Recall that a proof-theoretic analysis of a formal system S, say S =PA usually in-
cludes an expansion of (nite) derivations h2 S into an (innitary) derivation h1 2 S1
and normalization of h1 into a normal form jh1j. Normalization theorem and sub-
formula property of normal innite derivations are often proved by induction on the
ordinal height. The proof-theoretic ordinal of the system S in most cases is equal to
jSj=supfo(jh1j) : h2 Sg;
where jdj is a normal form of d. Sometimes h is restricted, say lastformula(h)201.
Since our goal is normalization for S, not S1, there is a problem with the innitary
expansion: for a given h2 S, even if jh1j 2 S1 is known, there is no obvious way to
recover a normal form jhj 2 S.
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Our solution is to enrich derivations d2 S1 by additional information and consider
a new system S+1. Derivable objects of S
+
1 are the same formulas or sequents  
as in S plus additional information including a (nite) derivation h2 S of  . For
d2 S+1 denote by (d) this nite derivation h2 S deriving lastsequent(d). Most of
our innitary systems contain a repetition rule
Rep
 
 
A simple condition on  allows to derive a normalization theorem for S from a normal
form theorem for S+1. Let h red1 h
0 mean that a derivation h2 S reduces in one step to
h0. Let red stand for the reexive transitive closure of red1, and red denote reexive
transitive symmetric closure of red1. A justication of a relation h red h0 is a nite
sequence h h0; h1; : : : ; hn h0; (n>0) such that hi red1 hi+1 or hi+1 red1 hi for every
i<n.
The reduction calculus (an analog of -calculus) for a given reduction relation red1
is determined by the standard axioms for equality (which is denoted by =r ) and the
following rules:
h red1 h0
h=r h0
: : : hi=r h0i : : :
Rfh0; : : :g=r Rfh00; : : :g
for every rule R of the system S.
Condition 1. (a) Every rule R 6=Rep of the innitary system S+1 which can occur in
a normal d2 S+1
R
d0 :  0 d1 :  1 : : :
d :  
can be pruned into the corresponding rule R of the system S. More precisely,
If dRfd0; d1; : : :g then (d)Rf(d0); (d1); : : :g;
where some (di) may be absent and some substitutions for free variables may apply.
(b) The rule Rep includes a justication of
(Repfd0g) red (d0)
Lemma 1. Condition 1 implies every normal derivation d2 S+1 can be transformed
into a proof (in reduction calculus) of
(d)=r j(d)j (1)
for some normal form j(d)j 2 S.
Proof. j(d)j and the proof of (1) are constructed by an obvious induction on o(d).
If (d) is in normal form, we are done. This covers induction base (d is an axiom).
If the lastrule(d)Rep, just preserve j(d)j and extend the proof of (1). If the
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lastrule(d) 6Rep, the induction hypothesis (IH) provides (d0)=r j(d0)j; (d1)=r
j(d1)j; : : : and hence
(d) Rf(d0); (d1); : : :g=r Rfj(d0)j; j(d1)j; : : :g
 jRf(d0); (d1); : : :gj j(d)j:
Note that j(d)j is non-unique and in general depends on d.
Next, two conditions restrict admissible translations of S into S+1 and normal forms
for S+1.
Condition 2. For every h2 S there is an h1 2 S+1 with
lastformula(h) lastformula(h1) and (h1) h:
Condition 3. Every d2 S+1 has a normal form jdj 2 S+1 with
(jdj)(d):
Theorem 1. Conditions 1{3 imply the following weak normalization theorem for S :
every h2 S can be transformed into a normal form jhj 2 S with h=r jhj.
Proof. For every h2 S one has h1 2 S+1. Further, h(h1) (Condition 2) (jh1j)
(Condition 3)=r jhj (Lemma 1) as required.
Theorem 1 together with Church-Rosser Theorem [1] implies existence of a normal-
izing sequence for every derivation h2 S:
h h0 red1 h1 : : : red1 hn in normal form:
In this paper we give three examples of application of this schema. In Section 3 we
take S PA but restrict the attention to derivations of 01-sentences. In this case it is
possible to take S+1 to be essentially standard formulation of PA1 [3] with !-rule.
In Section 4 we illustrate extension to subsystems of analysis and consider the system
BI1 of [4] having the strength of ID1 again for derivations of 
0
1-sentences. We hope
this treatment can be extended to stronger systems [19]. In Section 6 we return to
the rst-order arithmetic to illustrate changes needed to treat derivations of arbitrary
formulas.
EF stands for syntactic coincidence of the expressions E; F , and E :=F means
that E equals F by denition.
There are two sources for dening the assignment  used in Conditions 1{3. The rst
one (explicitly used in [14]) is realizability or related Curry{Howard isomorphism [9]:
for a derivation d in an intuitionistic system (d) can be taken to be a realization of d.
The second source (cf. [15]) is the inversion of the innite extension operation h! h1.
If d h1 2 S1 for some h2 S then all subderivations of d and of the intermediate
steps of normalization of d are of the same form d0 h01 (maybe up to instantiation
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of individual variables) for some h0 2 S, and one can set (d0) := h0. This can be used
to understand the work in [3, 4] continued in [25]. Buchholz denes by primitive (not
ordinal) recursion on a derivation h2 S (for S Z; BI1 ) a rule tp(h)= lastrule(h1)
and a derivation h[i]2 S for suitable indices i in such a way that (h[i])1= h1(i),
the derivation of the ith premise of h1. These data turn out to be sucient to dene
reductions for h2 S in such a way that
h red h0 with o(h1)>o(h01)
which implies that the reduction sequence terminates. In the most important case when
tp(h)=Rep one has h red h[0] which corresponds to our Condition 1(b).
2. First-order classical arithmetic Z
We use slightly modied formulation of Buchholz [3]. The only function symbols
are 0 and s (successor). Hence the only terms are numerals and skv where v is a
variable. There are predicate constants for primitive recursive predicates. Formulas
are constructed from literals (atomic formulas and their negations) by ^ ;_ ;8;9, the
negation is dened by de Morgan law. Derivable objects are sequents, i.e. nite sets
of formulas.
The set Ax(Z) of axioms of rst-order arithmetic is an arbitrary set consisting of
true atomic sequents L1; : : : ; Ln where Li are literals. More precisely, it is assumed
that the set of axioms is closed under cut and substitution of terms for variables, all
axioms are true and all Peano axioms except induction are axioms.
Inference rules are the same as in [3], i.e. standard Tait-style classical rules for
^ ;_ ;9;8 plus induction (slightly dierent from [3]) and cut. The rules are assumed to
be closed under weakening, and inference symbols like (Indy; tF ) below include the most
part of what is usually called an analysis of a derivation [10], i.e. detailed information
about active formulas of inference rules, eigenvariables, etc. Hence it is enough to
exhibit only active formulas of the rules:
(Ax) 
if 2Ax(Z)
 ^
A0^A1
!
A0 A1
A0 ^A1
 
k_
A0_A1
!
Ak
A0 _A1 (k 2f0; 1g)

y
8
8x A

A[x=y]
8xA (9
t
9x A)
A[x=t]
9xA
(Indy; tF )
F[y=0] :F; F[y=sy]
F[y=t]
(CutC)
C :C
;
with standard provisos for eigenvariables.
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We follow the conventions of [3] in our denitions, but use loose format in illus-
trations. For example one has
Ind
 ; A[0]  ;:A[b]; A[sb]
 ; A[t]
Ind
 ; A[0] ;:A[b]; A[sb]
 ; ; ; A[t]
Cut
 ; A  ;:A
 
with a standard proviso for eigenvariables in the rule Ind. The derivation obtained by
an application of a rule R to premises which have derivations d0; d1; : : : is denoted by
Rfd0; d1; : : :g possibly with additional subscripts and superscripts indicating eigenvari-
ables, etc.
Reductions for derivations in Z are standard cut-elimination steps: permutation of a
cut upward, reducing cut-degree when both premises of cut are main formulas of logical
rules, expansion of induction with a constant term t (i.e. numeral) into a series of cuts
and substitution of redundant variables by 0 (cf. the denition of the cut-reduction
operation RC below in this section).
We assume that derivations in Z satisfy the pure variable property: an eigenvariable
of a rule (8; Ind) occurs at most above its conclusion.
A derivation in Z is normal i the following three conditions are satised:
Condition for variables: only the eigenvariable of a rule can occur free in its premise
but not in the conclusion,
Condition for induction: the term t of the induction is not constant,
Condition for cut: one of the cut formulas is a conclusion of induction.
Standard reductions of derivations in Z are cut-elimination steps listed in the deni-
tion of the operation RC below, substitution of variables by numerals and a replacement
of an Ind-inference with a numeral t by a series of t cuts.
The proof of the following statement for derivations of constant atomic formulas is
essentially due to Gentzen [8]. General case is better considered in the framework of
natural deduction, [18] as done in [13] and the last section of this paper.
Theorem 2. Every derivation h2Z can be transformed into a normal jhj 2Z with
h=r jhj.
Below we reproduce the proof in [13] streamlined along the lines of [3]. In Section 3
we consider Theorem 2 only for proofs of closed -sequents. Section 6 extends the
proof to the whole of Z .
Dene operation RC(h0; h1) converting one redex CutCfh0; h1g in a standard way
(the cut is not written explicitly):
h0 :  ; C h1 :  ;:C
RC(h0; h1) :  
(Implicit) cut on the formula C is moved upward, rst along the left branch till an
axiom or a rule introducing C is reached. Axioms absorb the cut or prune it (except
when induction rule is involved). If the left branch h0 ends in a rule introducing C
(more precisely, contains no predecessors of C), the cut is moved up the right branch
till the rule introducing :C is reached. After this the complexity of the cut is reduced,
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if the rules introducing both of C;:C are logical rules, and a C-cut is introduced
explicitly if at least one of these rules is an induction.
Each case below presupposes that none of the previous cases applies.
Case 0: h0 h1Ax. Then RC(h0; h1) :=Ax
Case 1: h0Ax and C is not a literal. Then RC(h0; h1) :=Ax
Case 10: h0 6Ax; C is not a literal but is a principal formula in last(h0) and h1Ax.
Then RC(h0; h1) :=Ax
Case 100: C is a literal which is principal in last(h0) Ind, and h1Ax. Then RC
is turned into cut: RC(h0; h1) :=CutCfh0; h1g.
Case 2: h0 6Ax and C is not a principal formula in T last(h0). Then the cut is
moved up the left premise
R(h0; h1)R(Tfh0(i)g; h1) :=TfR(h0(i); h1)g:
Case 20: :C is not the principal formula in last(h1). Similar to Case 2.
Case 3: C is principal in last(h0) and :C is principal in last(h1). Then cut is moved
up both branches and cut-reduction is performed if possible.
Case 3.1: h0
V
A0^A1fh0(0); h0(1)g; h1
W0
:(A0^A1)fh1(0)g. Dene
R(h0; h1) :=CutA0fR(h0(0); h1); R(h0; h1(0))g:
Case 3.2: h08b8x Afh0(0)g; h19nfh1(0)g. Dene
R(h0; h1) :=CutA[n]fR(h0(0)[b=n]; h1); R(h0; h1(0))g:
Case 3.3: last(h0) Ind; last(h1)T.
RC(h0; h1) :=CutCfh0; h1g:
Case 3.4: last(h0)T 6 Ind ; last(h1) Ind . Similar to the previous case.
This concludes the description of the operator RC . Inspecting cases we see that
Cutfh0; h1g red RC(h0; h1) (2)
and hence RC preserves =r:
h0 =r g0; and h1 =r g1 imply RC(h0; h1)=r RC(g0; g1): (3)
3. Innitary rst-order arithmetic Z+1
Formulas of Z+1 are the sentences of Z , hence there are no free variables. Sequents
are nite sets of formulas, so that permutation and contraction are included. Weak-
ening is included into all rules by default. Inference symbols of Z+1 are similar to
the inference symbols of Z , but have as an additional argument (the last subscript) a
derivation d2Z . The denition of a correct inference according to a given inference
symbol includes Conditions 1(a) and (b) of the Introduction. More precisely,
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Axioms of Z+1 are the substitution instances of the axioms of Z .
Inference rules of Z+1 are the standard rules for ^;_;9, Cut plus two more rules,
repetition and an !-rule for 8:0
@ ^
A0^A1 ; h
1
A A0 A1
A0 ^A1
0
@ k_
A0_A1 ; h
1
A Ak
A0 _A1 (k 2f0; 1g)
(9t9x A; h)
A[x=t]
9xA (CutC; h)
C :C
;
Reph
;
; 88x A; h
: : :  ; A[x=n] : : : all n2!
 ;8xA
A derivation in Z+1 is dened as a well-founded gure proceeding from axioms by
correct inferences. The last rule and the last sequent of d is denoted by last(d); lastseq
(d). For every derivation d2Z+1 we denote by (d) the last subscript of the last
inference symbol. Correct inferences have to satisfy the following additional (compared
to Z) -conditions:  commutes with logical rules of Z+1, Cut, and preserves =r at
Rep. More precisely,
(Ax)=Ax; (Tfd(i)gi2jTj)Tf(d(i))gi2jTj; T=^;_;9;Cut; (4)
If d8fd(n)gn then (d)8bfhg; some h2Z ,
and (d(n)) h[b=n]; n2!, (5)
(Repfdg)=r (d): (6)
Lemma 2. Every h2Z with FV (lastseq(h)); can be transformed into h1 2Z+1
with (h1) h
Proof. The proof is standard, cf. [20, 14, 3]. In fact, for arbitrary h2Z and arbitrary
substitution  of numerals for free variables of the last sequent of h one denes by
recursion on h a derivation (h)1 2Z+1 so that ((h)1) h.
In the most important case h Indb; tA fh0; h1g, dene
n := [ [b=n]; e0 := h0 ei+1 :=CutA[b=i]fei; h1ig; ei 2Z;
f0 := (h0)1 fi+1 :=CutA[b=i]; ei+1ffi; (h1i)1g; fi 2Z+1;
e0 : ; A[b=0]
: : :
ei : ; A[b=i] (h1i)
1 : ;:A[b=i]; A[b=i + 1]
ei+1 : ; A[b=i + 1]
h1 (Indb; tA fh0; h1g)1 :=Rephfemg; where m := t :
Rep
fm : ; A[b=m]
h : ; A[b=m]
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-conditions are satised by the denition except for the last Rep, where the conversion
relation for induction is used:
Indb;mA fh0; h1g red1;
CutA[m−1]fCutA[m−2]f: : : fCutA[0]fh0; h1[0]g : : : ; h1[m− 2]g; h1[m− 1]g:
Let us recall that standard cut elimination transformations (reductions) for innite
derivations (like E below) are applied in parallel to innite sets of Cut inferences.
Lemma 3. Every d2Z+1 can be transformed into a cutfree jdj 2Z+1 with (jdj)
(d) by a series of standard reductions.
Proof. First, following [14] and using presentation in [3] dene inductively an opera-
tion RC(d0; d1) for d0; d1 2Z+1 converting one redex CutCfd0; d1g:
d0 :  ; C d1 :  ;:C
RC(d0; d1) :  
setting
RC(d0; d1) :=RC((d0); (d1)): (7)
Most of the cases are parallel to the denition of the operator RC for derivations in Z .
Note a new feature of the denition of R compared to [3]: now -components are
dened by (7). Parallel to the denition of R we verify that the result is a derivation
in Z+1, i.e. conditions (4){(6) are satised. Below we leave out indices, parentheses
and f; g whenever possible. Each of the cases presupposes that none of the previous
cases applies.
Case 0: d0d1Ax. Then RC(d0; d1) :=Ax and RC(d0; d1) :=Ax. Recall that
Ax(Z) is closed under Cut.
Case 1: d0Ax and C is not a literal. Then RC(d0; d1) :=Ax.
Case 10: d0 6Ax, C is a principal formula in last(d0) and d1Ax. Then RC(d0; d1)
:=Ax. Note that C is not a literal in this case.
Case 2: d0 6Ax and C is not a principal formula in T last(d0). Then the cut is
moved up the left premise:
R(d0; d1)R(Tfd0(i)g; d1) :=TfR(d0(i); d1)g:
Let us check conditions (4){(6) for d :=R(d0; d1). For T 6=8;Rep
(d)RC(d0; d1)RC(Tfd0(i)g; d1) (4);
RC(Tfd0(i)g; d1) the denition of RC ,
TRC(d0(i); d1) (7), IH TfR(d0(i); d1)g (def. of R)Tf(d(i))g:
If T8 then (d0)8bfhg, and
(d)8bfh0g where h0R(h; (d1)):
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For the premisses of d one has
(d(n))(R(d0(n); (d1)))
 R((d0(n)); (d1))R(h[n]; (d1)) h0[n]:
For T=Rep:
(d)R(d0; d1)R((Repfd0(0)g); (d1))=r ((6) for d0; (3));
R((d0(0)); (d1))R(d0(0); d1)(R(d0; d1)(0))(d(0))
as required.
Case 20: :C is not the principal formula in last(d1). Similar to Case 2.
Case 3: C is principal in last(d0) and :C is principal in last(d1).
Case 3.1: d0
V
A0^A1fd0(0); d0(1)g; d1
W0
:(A0^A1)fd1(0)g. Dene
dR(d0; d1) :=CutA0fR(d0(0); d1);R(d0; d1(0))g:
Let us check (4).
(d)R(d0; d1)R(^f(d0(0)); (d0(1))g;_f(d1(0))g) def : of R;
CutA0fR((d0(0)); (d1)); R((d0); (d1(0)))g
CutA0fR(d0(0); d1); R(d0; d1(0))gCutA0f(d(0)); (d(1))g
as required.
Case 3.2: d08b8x Afd0(i)g; d19nfd1(0)g. Dene
dR(d0; d1) :=CutA[n]fR(d0(n); d1);R(d0; d1(0))g:
Now (d0)8bh; (d0(n)) h[n]. Let us check (4).
(d)R(d0; d1)R(8bfhg;9nf(d1(0))g) def : of R;
CutA[n]fR(h[n]; (d1)); R((d0); (d1(0)))g
CutA[n]fR((d0(n)); (d1)); R((d0); (d1(0)))g
CutA[n]fR(d0(n); d1); R(d0; d1(0))gCutA[n]f(d(0)); (d(1))g
as required.
As usual, n>cutdegree(d) means that for every CutC-inference in d one has n>
degree(C), where degree(C) is the logical complexity of C. Now dene an operation
E with
last(E(d)) last(d) and (E(d)) :=(d) (8)
of converting all cuts in a derivation d2Z+1 and check
n+ 1>cutdegree(d) implies n>cutdegree(E(d)): (9)
Since the cut degree of d is nite (look at (d)), E reduces the degree by one.
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Case 1: dCutCfd0; d1g. Then E(d) :=RepfRC(E(d0);E(d1))g. Let us check re-
lation (6) for this Rep:
(E(d))(d)(CutCfd0; d1g)
CutCf(d0); (d1)g=r RC((d0); (d1))
R(E(d0);E(d1)):
For (9), n>maxfdegree(E(d0)); degree(E(d1))g and n + 1>degree(C) imply n>
degree(RC(E(d0);E(d1))).
Case 2: d=Tfd(i)g; T 6Cut. Then E(d) :=TfE(d(i))g.
Now the lemma is proved by induction on cutdegree using (8).
Lemma 4. Every cut-free d2Z+1 with the last sequent consisting of -sentences can
be transformed into a proof (in reduction calculus) of
(d)=r j(d)j (10)
for some normal form j(d)j.
Proof. We deal with a nite derivation by the rules ^;_;9 of the system Z plus Rep.
Now use induction on d2Z+1 to extract a reduction sequence j(d)j.
Case 1: T last(d) is a rule of Z . By the IH there are (d(i))=r j(d(i))j and
hence
(d)Tf(d(i))g=rTfj(d(i))jg j(d)j:
Case 2: dRepfd(0)g. Then by (6) (d)=r (d(0))=r j(d(0))j.
Proof of Theorem 2 for -sentences. Combine Lemmas 2{4.
4. Normalization for a weak 11-system
4.1. The nitary system BI1
The results of the previous section are extended here to a system BI1 which coincides
up to technical details with the system BI1 from Buchholz [4]. In particular BI1 is
literally a subsystem of the second-order arithmetic and lacks the rules D0;S from
[4]. Reductions for BI1 are dened exactly as for second-order arithmetic. They include
permutation of a cut upward, reducing cut-degree when both premises of cut are main
formulas of logical rules, expansion of induction with a constant term t (i.e. numeral)
into a series of cuts and substitution of redundant variables by 0. In fact our reductions
are more lax than Buchholz’, and hence our normalization theorem will be weaker.
Notation h[X=F] stands for the result of substituting the abstract F for all free
occurrences of X into a derivation h2BI1 with suitable renaming of variables: if
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F xF then [X=F] is the result of replacing atomic subformulas Xt by F[x=t]. Sym-
bols [x=t]; [X=Y ] stand for the ordinary substitution.
The formal language of BI1 is an extension of the language of Z by adding 1-ary
predicate variables X; Y; Z : : : and quantiers 8X;9X . The use of these second-order
quantiers is restricted: 8XA;9XA are formulas only if A contains no second-order
quantiers and no predicate variables except X . Abstracts are restricted in the same
way: F stands for expression xA where A is a formula. Negation is dened by
De-Morgan rules.
The system BI1 is an extension of Z by logical axioms and usual rules for second
order 8;9.
Ax(:C;C):C; C 9
fc
:8XA
:A[X=F]
:8XA 8
Y
8XA
A[X=Y ]
8XA
with a standard proviso for Y . Restriction of the notion of formula makes these rules
rather weak, and BI1 has the strength of ID1.
4.2. The innitary system BI10
The same as in [3] with cut-free Z+1 as the rst-order part. One adds to cut-free Z
+
1
the logical axioms Ax:C;C and second order rule for 8. Similarly to the case of Z+1,
each inference symbol of BI10 has as an additional argument (the last subscript) a
derivation h2BI1. The denition of a correct inference according to a given inference
symbol includes conditions (4){(6) and the condition
(8Y8XAfd(0)g)8Y8XAf(d(0))g: (11)
4.3. The innitary system BI11
Let Pos stand for the set of all formulas which contain no subformula of the form
:8XA. For d2BI10; P8XA let
P(d;Y ) := lastsequent(d)− fA[Y ]g;
BI10(P) := f(d; X )2BI10Var : lastsequent(d)Pos^X =2FV (P(d;X ))g:
Instead of q2BI10(P) we often write q :; A[X ]. The system BI11 is an extension
of BI10 by the rule CutC; h as in Z
+
1 and the following rules 
; ~
 (where the last
subscript in every inference symbol is a nite derivation h2BI1):

:8XA; h
: : : d(q) : ;  : : : (q :; A[X ])
d
:P; hfd(q)gq2BI10(P) : ;:8XA
~
:8XA; h
d(0) : ; A[Y ] : : : d(q) : ;  : : : (q :; A[X ])
d ~
:P; hfd(i)gi2f0g[ BI10(P) : 
with the same conditions for Y; q as in the rules 8; 
.
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Additional relations for (d)2BI1:
If d
fd(q)g then
(d)9fhg h : :A[F];  
(d) : :8XA;   (12)
(hence h ((d))(0)) and
(d(q))CutA[F]f(q)[X=F]; hg
(q) :; A[X ]
(q)[X=F] :; A[F] h : :A[F];  
(d(q))Cutf(q)[X=F]; hg : ; 
(13)
If d ~
fd(i)g then similarly to the previous case there are h0; h1 such that for C 8XA;
C−A[F]
(d)RC(8Y fh0g;9fh1g)
h0 : ; A[Y ]
 ;8XA
h1 : :A[F];  
:8XA;  
RC(8h0;9h1)(d) :  
(14)
(d(0))RC(h0;9fh1g) (d(q))RC(8fh0g;CutC−f(q)[X=F]; h1g) (15)
Note that (15) implies
(d(q))CutC−fRC(8h0; (q)[X=F]); RC(8h0; h1)gg: (16)
Lemma 5. Every h2BI1 with FV (lastseq(h)); can be transformed into h1 2BI11
with (h1) h and nite cutdegree
Proof. The proof is an extension of the construction in the Lemma 2 along the lines of
[4] with simplications corresponding to the absence of some rules in our formulation
of BI1.
If h8Y8XAfh0g then h1 :=8Y8XA; hfh10 g.
If h9F:8XAfh0g then for P8XA; h0CutA[X=F]f(q)[X=F]; h0g and S as in
Section 4.4.2 one has:
h1 :=
:P; hf: : :CutA[X=F]; h0fSFX (d); h10 g : : :g(d;X )2BI10(P)
q: ; A[X ]
SFX (q) :; A[F] h
1
0 : :A[F];  
: : :CutfSFX (q); h10 g : ;  : : :
h1
:P : ;:8XA
4.4. Cut-elimination in BI11
First of all, the operation RC is extended in a natural way to BI1. In particular we
add (for C 8XA; C−A[F]):
RC(8Y h0;9h1) :=CutC−fRC(h0[Y=F];9h1); RC(8h0; h1)g:
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In addition to operations R;E used before one has to dene  for the operations D0
(collapsing) and S (substitution, cf. Section 4.4.2). Assignment  of nite derivations
is dened for R;E as before and extended to D0:
(RC(d0; d1)) :=RCf(d0); (d1)g; (E(d)) :=(d); (D0(d)) :=(d):
(17)
Let us check (4){(6)
(I) If d0Ax:C;C then RC(d0; d1) :=Repfd1g and (RC(d0; d1))(d1).
(I0) d1Ax:C;C . Similar to I.
(II) d08fd0(0)g; d1
fd1(q)g.
d0(0) : ; A[Y ]
d0 : ;8XA
: : : d1(q) : ;  : : : (q : ; A[X ])
d1 : ;:8XA
R(d0; d1) : 
Dene
dR(d0; d1) := ~
fR(d0(0); d1); : : :R(d0; d1(q)) : : :g:
Let us verify -correctness condition (15).
(d)RC(d0; d1)RC(8h0;9h1)
and one has
(d(q))RC((d0); (d1(q))) (13) RC(8h0;CutC−f(q)[X=F]; h1g)
as required.
Condition (15) for 0-premises:
(d(0))  R(d0(0); d1)R((d0(0)); (d1))R(h0;9h1):
4.4.1. Collapsing
For d2BI11 with a positive endsequent and cutdegree(d)= 0 a derivation D0(d) 2
BI10 is dened (cf. [4]) by tree recursion on d as follows:
If dTfd(i)g then D0(d) :=TfD0(d(i))g. If d ~
fd(0 : : : d(q) : : :g then D0(d)
:=RepfD0(d(q0))g where q0 := (D0(d(0)); X )2BI10(P). Dene
(D0(d)) :=(d): (18)
In other words, for a positive   and d(0) : ; A[X ], applying collapsing to an ~
-
inference
d(0) : ; A[X ] : : : d(q) : ;  : : : (q :; A[X ]) : : :
d ~
fd(0) : : : d(q) : : :g : 
one has
Rep
D0(d(q0)) : 
D0(d)RepfD0(d(q0))g : 
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To prove (6) for the new Rep, note that (q0)(d(0)). Now for C 8XA one has
(d(0))[X=F]RC(h0;9h1)[X=F]RC(h0[X=F];9h1)
since X =2FV (9h1), and
(D0(d))(d)RC(8h0;9h1)
CutA[F]fRC(h0[X=F];9h1); RC(8h0; h1)g
CutA[F]f(q0)[X=F]; RC(8h0; h1)g=r (16) (D0(d(q0)))
4.4.2. Substitution
For innite d2BI10 operation SFX (d) of substituting F for X is dened by
Buchholz [4] in a natural way by tree recursion.We extend this denition by
(SFX (d)) :=(d)[X=F]:
This ignores restrictions on ordinals and positivity, but is enough for our goal.
In fact, Buchholz [4] has some restriction on the arguments of substitution operator
for nite derivations, but we omitted it since in BI1 the notion of formula is restricted
so that the result of a substitution into a formula or legal abstract is again of the same
kind. Substitution is easily justied:
A[X ]
8XA
:A[F]; A[F]
:8XA; A[F]
A[F]
After this an operation E (reducing every cut) is dened as in [4] with additional
clause
(E(d)) :=(d) (19)
and the following statement is proved.
Lemma 6. If d2BI11 with cutdegree(d)=m<! and lastsequent(d)Pos then one
has d0 :=D0Em(d)2BI10; lastsequent(d0) lastsequent(d) and (d0)(d).
We proceed according to the general schema. (h1) h and nite cutdegree.
Lemma 7. A cutfree and ~
-free d2BI11 with lastseq(d)201 can be transformed
into a proof (in reduction calculus) of (d)=r j(d)j
Theorem 3. Every deduction h2BI1 of a 01-sentence can be transformed into a proof
(in reduction calculus) of h=r jhj.
Proof. As before.
Problem. Dene normal form for arbitrary h and prove the same for this case.
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5. Natural deduction intuitionistic arithmetic NHA
We restrict the language of this formulation of rst-order arithmetic to simplify
technical details. Terms of NHA are of the form sku where k>0 and u is 0 or
a variable. Atomic formulas are the same as in Z , namely Pt1 : : : tn where P is a
primitive recursive predicate and t1 : : : tn are terms. Formulas are constructed from
atomic formulas by 8;^; ! . Sequents are of the form  )A where   is a multiset
of formulas, A is a formula.
Instead of mathematical axioms we have some production rules
 1)E1 : : :  k)Ek
 1; : : : ;  k)E
where E1; : : : ; Ek)E is a true sequent consisting of atomic formulas. These rules are
supposed to be closed under substitution.
Axioms are  ; A)A for all A.
Inference rules are standard intuitionistic introduction and elimination rules for con-
nectives 8;^! denoted by +;− as well as induction:
Indb; tA
 )A[0]  ; A[b])A[sb]
 )A[t]
Like in [3] the rules are assumed to be stable under weakening. We use notation
similar to [3] to write natural deductions. For example the standard deduction of
)A ! (B ! A) is !+f!+fAxgg. We extend this notation to make ^;8-elimination
rules look as binary:
^− fh; ig := ^−i h; 8−fh; tg :=8t−h: (20)
A logical redex or cut in a natural deduction is an occurrence of a sequent which
is a conclusion of an introduction rule and the major premise of an elimination rule
(containing the connective which is eliminated).
The reductum of a redex is dened in a standard way, as the right-hand side of the
conversion relation:
−^f^+fh0; h1gg conv hi; 8t−f8b+fh0gg conv h0[b=t];
!−f!+fdg; eg conv Sub(e; d)
Notation −(h; u) for ^;8; ! similar to −fh; ug will be meaningful exactly
when −fh; ug is meaningful:
− (h; u) :=
−fh; ug if last(h) 6=+;
reductum(−fh; ug) otherwise: (21)
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Reductions for derivations in NHA are standard cut-reduction steps, substitution of
redundant variables by 0 and expansion of induction with a constant term t. Using
operation Sub(d0; d1) (dened in a standard way) for the result of substituting d0 for
the predecessors of the explicitly shown antecedent occurrence of C in d1:
d0 :  )C d1 : C; )D
Sub(d0; d1) :  ; )D (22)
one can write
Indb; tfd0; d1g conv en[d0; d1]
where jtj= n; e0[d0; d1] :=d0; ek+1[d0; d1] := Sub(ek [d0; d1]; d1[b=k]).
We assume that derivations in NHA satisfy pure variable property: an eigenvariable
of a rule (8; Ind) occurs at most above its conclusion.
A derivation in NHA is normal i it does not contain logical redexes and satises
conditions for variables and for induction from Section 2:
Condition for variables: Only the eigenvariable of a rule can occur free in its premise
but not in the conclusion,
Condition for induction: The term t of the induction is not constant
The following statement is an obvious analog of Theorem 1.
Theorem 4. Every derivation in NHA can be transformed into a normal form.
Below we reproduce the proof in [13] streamlined along the lines of [3].
6. Innitary rst-order arithmetic NHA+1
The proof of the Theorem 2 for -sequents given in Section 3 is extended here to
arbitrary formulas. Formulas and sequents of NHA+1 are the same as in NHA. Recall
that only sentences were admitted in standard innitary systems like Z+1.
Axioms are the same as in NHA.
Inference rules: The standard rules of NHA for ^; ! , 8 and production rules plus
two more rules: repetition Rep and a new innitary induction rule:
Ind+
 )A[0]  ; A[b])A[sb] A[t];  )G : : :  [c=n])G[c=n] : : : n 2 !
 )G
where the eigenvariable b is not free in the conclusion and c is the free variable (if
any) of the term t. We let jInd+j :=!, so that deduction ending in Ind+ has a form
Ind+fd(n)gn2!.
Derivable objects of NHA+1 are of the same kind as in Z
+
1: a derivation d has
last sequent  )A plus additional information including derivation (d) of  )A
in NHA, ordinal o(d)<0 bounding the height of d and a number deg(d) bounding
degrees of all cuts and Ind+-inferences with a constant t.
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The -conditions for NHA+1 are the same conditions (4){(6) as for Z
+
1 (now 8+
is treated exactly as other rules in (4)) plus additional conditions for Ind+:
(Ax)=Ax; (Tfd(i)gi2jTj)Tf(d(i))gi2jTj; T=^; !;8; (23)
(Repfdg)=r (d): (24)
If d  Ind+fd(i)gi2! then using notation hi(d(i)), h0i  hi[c=n], t0 t[c=n]
(d) Sub(Indb; tfh0; h1g; h2); (d(n+ 3)) Sub(ejt0j[h00; h01]; h02) (n 2 !):(25)
A logical redex in a deduction d2NHA+1 is a conclusion of a rule other than elim-
ination which is a major premise of an elimination. Hence a deduction may contain a
segment, i.e. a series of consecutive Rep and Ind+-inferences with the same conclusion
G beginning with a conclusion of an introduction of G and ending in a major premise
of its elimination.
A derivation in NHA+1 is normal i it does not contain logical redexes and satises
conditions for variables and for induction from Section 2:
Condition for variables: Only the eigenvariable of a rule can occur free in its premise
but not in the conclusion,
Condition for induction: The term t of the induction is not constant
Lemma 8. Let d= Indt+fd(i)g2NHA+1 and FV (t)fcg. Let
D :=Repfd(n+ 3)g with (D) := ((d))[c=n]
and o(D); deg(D) := o(d); deg(d); lastseq(D) := (lastseq(d))[c=n]. Then D2NHA+1.
Proof. To check correctness of Rep inference, use the notation of (25). The conclusion
of Rep is  [c=n])G[c=n] and its premise lastseq(d(n + 3)) is the same. Consider
-condition (25):
((Indt+fd(i)g))[c=n] (Sub(Indtfh0; h1g; h2))[c=n]
 Sub(Indt0fh00; h01g; h02)g red Sub(ejt0j[h00; h01]; h02)
(d(n+ 3):
Let us dene for d2NHA+1 an operation of substituting a numeral for a variable
with subsequent pruning which does not create redundant inductions.
Denition 1.
lastseq(d[a=n]) := (lastseq(d))[a=n]; (d[a=n]) := ((d))[a=n];
(Tfd(i)g)[a=n] :=Tfd(i)[a=n]g except T  Indt+ with a =2FV (t);
(Indt+fd(i)g)[a=n] :=d(n+ 3) if a2FV (t):
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Lemma 9. If d2NHA+1 then d[a=n]2NHA+1; o(d[a=n])= o(d); deg(d[a=n])=deg(d):
Proof. Use Lemma 8.
Lemma 10. Let d2NHA+1 contain no cuts of degree m but degree(d)=m+ 1. Let
Sub−(d) be the result of replacing all redundant variables by 0 with subsequent prun-
ing of all redundant inductions as in the Lemma 8 and setting degree(Sub−(d)) :=m.
Then Sub−(d)2NHA+1.
Proof. Correctness of deg(Sub−(d)) is to be checked, since the substitution [a=0] for
some redundant variable a can turn some Indt+-inference with t ska and high degree
into a redundant induction. But simultaneous application of the Lemma 8 prunes all
redundant inductions without increasing parameters of the derivations.
Lemma 11. Every h2NHA+1 with FV (lastseq(h)); can be transformed into h1
2NHA+1 with (h1) h.
Proof. The proof is standard, like for Lemma 2. All rules except Ind are preserved.
Ind is translated into Ind+ with the third premise A[t];  )A[t].
Lemma 12. Every d2NHA+1 can be transformed into a normal jdj 2NHA+1 with
(jdj)(d) by a series of standard reductions.
Proof. The proof is an extension of the proof of Lemma 3 in Section 3. First one
denes in a standard way a substitution operation Sub(d0; d1) for d0; d1 2NHA+1 (cf.
(22)) with
(Sub(d0; d1)) Sub((d0); (d1)): (26)
Then logical and permutative cut-reductions are dened in a standard way and (26) is
used to establish that for d2NHA+1
d red d0 implies d0 2NHA+1 and (d)(d0): (27)
More precisely, we dene the operation −(d; u) for ^;8; ! ; d2NHA+1 and
exactly the same combinations of d; u for which −(h; u) was dened:
d : )A0 ^ A1 ^(d; i) : )Ai for i=0; 1
d : )8xA ^(d; t) : )A[t] for a term t
d : )A!B ^(d; e) : ; )B for e :)A
Now however we use induction on d to deal with segments. Our new operation will
satisfy
(−(d; u))  −((d); (u)) where (t) t: (28)
Dene
−(d; u) := −fd; ug if last(d) 6+;Rep; Ind+; (29)
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−(d; u) :=Tf−(d(i); u)g if dTfd(i)g and TRep; Ind+; (30)
−(d; u) := reductum(−fd; ug) if last(d)+ (31)
or more precisely
−(Ind+fd(0); d(1); d(2); d(3); : : :g; u)
:= Ind+fd(0); d(1);−(d(2); u);−(d(3); u) : : :g:
To prove that −(d; u)2NHA+1 let us check conditions (23){(25) for  in cases
(30){(31) assuming (28), and condition (28) in case (31).
1. If last(d) 6+;Rep; Ind+ then
−(d; u) −(d;u) −fd;ug:
2.1. If dRepfd(0)g then
−(d; u)−(d;u) red−f(d(0)); ug−(d(0); u):
2.2. If d Ind+ fd(i)g then using the notation of (25) and d− :=−(d; u) one has
(d−)−(d;u)−(Sub(Indfh0; h1g; h2)u)
 Sub(Indfh0; h1g;−(h2; u))
 Sub(Indf(d−(0)); (d−(1))g; (d−(2)))
as required.
(d−(n+ 3)−((d(n+ 3)); (u)) −(Sub(ejt0j[h00; h01]; h02); u);
Sub(ejt0j[h00; h
0
1];−(h02); u)) Sub(ejt0j[d−(0); d−(1)]; (d−(2))0):
3. If d + fd(i)g then
−(d; u) reductum(−f+fd(i)g; ug)
 reductum(−f+fd(i)g; ug) −(d;u):
We need to verify
 reductum(−f+fd(i)g; ug) reductum(−f+fd(i)g; ug):
Lemma 13. There is an operator E such that for d2NHA+1; deg(d)>0 one has
E(d)2NHA+1; deg(E(d))<deg(d); o(E(d))=!o(d):
Proof. First make one step of cut-reduction applying −(d; u) to all \potential re-
dexes", then use operation Sub− from Lemma 10 to eliminate redundant variables and
inductions.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 12. Iterate Lemma 13 o(d) times.
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Lemma 14. Every normal d2NHA+1 can be transformed into a proof of
(d) red j(d)j
Proof. The only dierence from Lemma 4 is the treatment of Ind+. Using notation of
(25), if hi red jhij and FV (t) 6= ; then
Indtfh0; h1g red Indtfjh0j; jh1jg jIndtfh0; h1gj:
Moreover Sub(Indtfjh0j; jh1jg; jh2j) is normal as the result of juxtaposing a normal
induction over a normal deduction. Hence,
(d) red Sub(Indtfjh0j; jh1jg; jh2j) j(d)j
as required.
Proof of Theorem 1. Combine Lemmas 11{14.
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